Abstract Virtual reality technology is a new display technology, which provides users with real viewing experience. As known, most of the virtual reality display through stereoscopic images. However, image quality will be influenced by the collection, storage and transmission process. If the stereoscopic image quality in the virtual reality technology is seriously damaged, the user will feel uncomfortable, and this can even cause healthy problems. In this paper, we establish a set of accurate and effective evaluations for the virtual reality. In the preprocessing, we segment the original reference and distorted image into binocular regions and monocular regions. Then, the Information-weighted SSIM (IW-SSIM) or Informationweighted PSNR (IW-PSNR) values over the monocular regions are applied to obtain the IW-score. At the same time, the Stereo-weighted-SSIM (SW-SSIM) or Stereoweighted-PSNR (SW-PSNR) can be used to calculate the SW-score. Finally, we pool the stereoscopic images score by combing the IW-score and SW-score. Experiments show that our method is very consistent with human subjective judgment standard in the evaluation of virtual reality technology.
Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) technology is a way to create and experience the virtual world. Computer system generates a simulation environment which is a fusion of multi-source information. Users can experience the interactive operation just like in the real world [1, 2] .
Virtual reality technology mainly includes simulation environment, perception, natural skills and sensor design. The simulation environment is produced by real-time dynamic 3D stereo images [3] . In addition to the computer graphics technology generated by the visual perception, there are hearing, touch, force perception, motion and other sensing [4] . The sense of smell and taste can also be produced. Natural skill refers to the rotation of the head, eyes, gestures or other human behavior action. The user's input makes real-time response [5] . Further more, the sensing device is a three-dimensional interactive device, which is the content we will discuss in this paper [3] .
The most acceptable information in a human sense organ is visual through our eyes [6, 7] . Both in the production and life, people need more and more rich visual information to enrich our world and life [4, 7] . As known, the real world is 3D three-dimensional scene. However, the majority of existing 3D stereo display device can only display 2D information, which cannot give people a deep feeling [4] . In order to show the scene and the object with a deep feeling, people attempt to research on all aspects. 3D stereo display technology research has experienced more than ten years of development, and fruitful achievements have been made. 3D stereo glasses and head display equipment are used for 3D stereo display.
For the display of the world development, 3D has become a well deserved key word. TV display and the other display devices have all launched the 3D stereo display device. Further more, virtual reality has become the next focus of the display device. Although many people have access to 3D information, most of them do not know the specific process. In order to answer these questions, a comprehensive understanding system is needed is shown in Fig. 1 .
As known, most of the virtual reality display [5] through the way of stereo images, which is shown in Fig. 1 . However, the collection, storage and transmission process of stereoscopic images quality will be influenced in a certain degree [8] [9] [10] . If the stereoscopic image quality in virtual reality is seriously damaged, the user will feel uncomfortable, and even cause health problems. So the stereoscopic image quality is the key index to evaluate the quality of a virtual reality system. Quality assessment of stereoscopic image can be divided into subjective and objective quality evaluations [11, 12] . Subjective quality evaluation method allow observers to give quality score of test according to subjective perception [13, 14] . Although its score is closer to the true visual perception, it wastes time and human resources. Objective quality evaluation method constructs a model that calculates image quality by means of mathematical formula [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Its advantage is the fast speed, low cost, easy to implement, so it is more practical [20, 21] . At present, there are a lot of researches on the objective evaluation of stereo image quality [22] [23] [24] . Some papers construct the models of human visual system (HVS), which can evaluate the quality of the stereoscopic image [25] . For example, the work [26, 27] can evaluate the quality of the stereoscopic image by the combination of the absolute difference of the left and right views on the stereoscopic perception; the other studies use error calculation (PSNR) as a index to evaluate the quality of the stereoscopic image by simulate multi-channel decomposition characteristics [28, 29] . However, at present, the human understanding of HVS is very limited, so some studies use a simple square error algorithm mean, such as the use of the literature in [30] using PSNR method to define index of Stereo stereoscopic quality objective evaluation from image quality and sense of three-dimensional. In addition, SSIM (Structural Similarity) algorithm [31, 32] is simple and efficient, and the performance is better than PSNR and some evaluation methods such as HVS. So some studies use the classic SSIM algorithm [33] [34] [35] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background and motivation for the idea. Section 3 makes a proposed stereoscopic image quality assessment algorithm in detail. Section 4 shows the experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background and motivation

Content-weighted
Most of the image quality assessment algorithms focus on the overall information of the image, while ignoring the difference of local information. In particular, in the process of stereo image processing and evaluation, local high-frequency information may have a great impact on the overall sense of stereo and comfort. Since there is less research in this area, we focus on this direction. The saliency region of the image is the main signal of human visual reception, for example, the strong edge occupies a large proportion of the image information, and it is very important in the visual area [30, [36] [37] [38] [39] .
In the existing research work, there are many methods about pooling, which can be divided into Minkowski Fig. 1 The position of stereoscopic image quality in virtual reality, the red part is directly related to the content of this paper (color figure online) pooling, Local distortion-based pooling, Saliency-based pooling, Object-based pooling and so on [15, 40] .
These methods have achieved certain results. However, due to the sensitivity of the database, the pooling method has a dependence on the computational model. And the content of the image is not taken into account.
As a very famous theory, the problem can be well explained by GSM model [15] , as described in Eq. 1,
Among them, R can represent the transform domain vector group of the reference image, U is a zero-mean Gaussian vector, and s can be regarded as a mixing multiplier. Similiarly, it can also be used to represent the distorted image in Eq. 2,
where g is a gain factor and V is additive Gaussian noise.
After that, the reference and distorted images pass through a process, and we can know the perceive signals in Eqs. 3 and 4.
where N 1 and N 2 are the Gaussian noise just like V. Based on the theory in [13] , we can obtain the mutual information I(R; E) and I(D, F). At last, we can know the informationweighted map through Eq. 5.
x ¼ IðR; EÞ þ IðD; FÞ À IðE; FÞ ð 5Þ
In the content-weighted IQA, we solve the evaluation problem from image detail information, as shown in Fig. 2 . Just like the 2D image evaluation, it is generally considered that visual system Human is an optimized information feature extraction process. When using computational simulation of this process, we assume the region which contains more information in the image will cause much more attention from the observer. Specific to the pixel level, local information content can be used as the weight of the image quality assessment. In stereo image evaluation, the contribution of different regions to the three-dimensional degree will be different, which will be discussed in Sect. 3. So it is necessary to divide the stereo image into binocular correlation region and monocular region.
Structural similarity
This is a usual method used to evaluate the quality of the 2D image. Because it is very easy for the human vision to draw out the structure information from the image, the similarity of the structure information between the two images can be used to detect the image quality [31] . First structural information should not be influenced by the lighting effects, so it is needed to remove the brightness information in the calculation of structural information. Secondly, structural information should be subject to the influence of image contrast, and the computational structure information needs the difference of the normalized images. Finally, we can simply calculate the correlation coefficient of the two pictures after processing the image for the image structure information [32] .
However, the image quality is the restriction of brightness and contrast information. So in the calculation of the image quality, information structure also needs to consider the influence. We can commonly use calculation method as Eq. 6, SSIMðx; yÞ ¼ lðx; yÞ ½ a cðx; yÞ
These three parts can be calculated separately in Eqs. 7, 8 and 9, cðx; yÞ ¼
where l(x, y), c(x, y), s(x, y), respectively, the image brightness function, contrast function and structural similarity function of the reference images and the distortion images. C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are very small, mainly used to prevent the denominator is zero and instability caused by the phenomenon, 
In the end, we can get the expression of SSIM in Eq. 13.
Binocular vision
Binocular stereo vision is an important form of machine vision, and it is based on the principle of combination for two images from different eyes. Through the position deviation of calculated image corresponding points, we can obtain geometrical information of 3D objects [23] . Image fusion of two eyes is obtained and the difference between them is observed, so that we can get a sense of the apparent depth, which establishes the correspondence between features. The distance difference between the same pixel in the left and right views shows the difference between the two eyes. And we called the difference parallax (disparity) image [22] . Binocular vision contains a large amount of information, so it is necessary to map the common information in an image which can reflect left image and right image. The appearance of the cyclopean map has solved this problem [24] .
The pioneering work of binocular stereo vision began by Roberts at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Masking of distorted stereoscopic images and binocular rivalry is important in binocular vision. So simulating the true cyclopean image reflects it perfectly by accounting for the display geometry, the presumed fixation, vergence and accommodation.
Firstly, Gabor filter can be used as a simulation of binocular vision, as shown in Eq. 14.
Gðx
Then, we can get the cyclopean map by Eqs. 15 and 16, as shown in Fig. 3 .
In the process of stereo imaging, the deviation from the binocular angle will bring the occlusion. The pixel information in a visual angle may not be reflected in another perspective. Then, in the process of estimating the disparity map, these pixels are considered to be irrelevant. 
Proposed stereoscopic image quality assessment metric
In this paper, we establish a set of accurate and effective evaluations for the virtual reality, as shown in Fig. 4 . First, we divide the original reference and distorted image into two regions called binocular regions and monocular regions. Then, the IW-SSIM or IW-PSNR values over the two regions are applied to certain weights. Finally, we are pooling the stereoscopic images score by combing the two regions.
Classification for binocular and monocular components
In other people's research work, most of the disparity map is estimated using stereo matching algorithm, and the whole image is decomposed in the process. So, our task is to detect which areas of the image are correlated with the strong three-dimensional sense. According to the second part of the paper, for stereo image quality evaluation, binocular region determines the three-dimensional sense, and the other part determines the quality of the 2D images. So we use the Hough transform to detect the edge information of the stereo image. On the basis of this, the classification for binocular region is carried out [41, 42] .
Hough transform is a feature extraction technology in image processing, and it detects the object with a specific shape by a voting algorithm. Hough transform is put forward for the first time by Paul Hough. Promotion was made by Richard Duda and Peter Hart. The classical Hough transform for line detection in images and then Hough transform are extended to the recognition of objects of arbitrary shape, circle and ellipse, which can be used in this paper.
We know that a straight line in the Cartesian coordinate system can use y ¼ kx þ b, the main idea of Hough transform is exchanging the equation parameters and variables. x, y are changed as known, and amount of k, b are changed as the coordinate variables. So the line y ¼ kx þ b in Cartesian coordinates can be changed, and a ðx 1 ; y 1 Þ point in Cartesian coordinates is put into a straight line
is an arbitrary point on the straight line. In order to facilitate the calculation, we will coordinate the parameter space representation for polar coordinates c and h. Because the line with a corresponding points ðc; hÞ is the same, it can finish the image edge detection.
Using this method, we can easily divide the three-dimensional image. For different regions, we will use different calculation methods to give the weight of different sizes, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Content-weighted SSIM for monocular component
Because the stereoscopic image is made up of the left and right visual angles, it is not complete to evaluate the visual information of a visual angle separately. However, many methods of plane image evaluation can still be used for reference. In this part, we consider the left and right angles of view as a plane image, evaluate the weight of the information of the plane image and obtain the overall evaluation results. This process fully reflects the three-dimensional image of the inside and the three-dimensional degree of irrelevant content. By calculating, we can clearly see that the two methods can independently represent the quality of the image, as described in the previous section. So the validity of this Fig. 3 The disparity and cyclopean images for stereoscopic images, the first row is left images from stereoscopic pairs, the second row is the disparity maps corresponding to the first row, and the last row are cyclopean maps Fig. 4 Framework of the proposed virtual reality image quality assessment metric Fig. 5 Detection results of binocular information region of stereo images using Hough transform method has been fully demonstrated when we evaluate the stereoscopic image to be divided into two parts in Eq. 19.
In this part, we take x 1 ¼ x 2 ¼ 0:5. The IW-SSIM and IW-PSNR scores for stereoscopic iamges can be compared in Fig. 6 .
Stereo-weighted SSIM for cyclopean considering binocular vision
As the content of the Hough transform can fully reflect the high-frequency information in the stereoscopic image, it is proved by experiments that the information is very large. So in the use of Hough transform after the calibration area, which needs to be given a greater weight, we can describe it as Eq. 20. The cyclopean maps contain the left and right image mutual information, which for three-dimensional evaluation is vital, so we also introduce cyclopean images, as a basis for further evaluation [15] .
Final predict
Finally, Q IWÀSSIM and Q SWÀSSIM are combined into an overall quality score Q in Eq. 21.
After the weight search calculation, we get the value of x that is 0.6527. In the next part of the test, we will also prove the rationality of this parameter.
Experimental results and analyses
Stereo image database
In this paper, the process of establishment uses the threedimensional image database of University of Texas-Austin called 3D Image LIVE database [43] , which can be divide into LIVEI and LIVEII. Quality validation of the proposed model can be convinced. Stereo image database LIVEI contains 20 scenes from the different scenes. LIVEI contains 365 stereoscopic image pairs, each image has its own subjective evaluation, and the distortion of the image is symmetrical. A total of 5 types of distortion are included: JPEG, JP2K, WN, FF and Blur. The stereoscopic image pairs with different types of distortion can be used to defect the performance of detection algorithms in different situations [43] .
Stereoscopic image database LIVEII contains 5 types of distortion types just like LIVEI, a total of 360 distortion stereo image pairs, each image corresponding to their respective subjective assessment value.
Performance measures
In this paper, four kinds of commonly used evaluation indexes are evaluated on the basis of two kinds of stereoscopic image database. The overall performance of the proposed model, that is, Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC), Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SROCC), Kendall rank-order correlation coefficient (KROCC) and Root mean square error (RMSE). The best performance corresponds to the PLCC ¼ SROCC ¼ KROCC ¼ 1 and RMSE ¼ 0.
At the same time, the 5 parameters [44] of the linear regression function are used in this paper, as Eq. 22 
where b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 and b 5 , can be determined by using the objective scores and subjective scores, and then, the experimental data can be calculated. The result in this part can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 .
Performance for different distortion types
Theoretically speaking, for different types of distortion, stereoscopic image quality assessment should be able to solve the classification. But in the current research, results are from the overall point of view in the consideration of this issue. Evaluation of the index is also for the entire distortion of the three-dimensional image library. So it is necessary for us to compare different types of distortion. In LIVEI, we compare the results obtained by different algorithms on different distortion types. Since PLCC is the most representative of the parameters in the above mentioned parameters, we are here to serve as the main basis for judging. The results of this part are shown in Table 3 .
Influence of the IW-SSIM and SW-SSIM
As mentioned above, IW-SSIM is mainly used to evaluate the quality of the monocular part, while SW-SSIM is mainly used to evaluate the quality of the binocular part. So the contribution of the two parts is the content of our research.
For using only IW-SSIM and using only the SW-SSIM section, we give the performance on the LIVEI and LIVEII libraries, respectively, as shown in Tables 4 and 5 .
Conclusion
Since the three-dimensional images in virtual reality technology have an important position and stereo images quality directly affects the whole system, we make research on stereo image quality assessment in order to give the user a better virtual reality experience.
According to the stereoscopic images in virtual reality, this chapter firstly introduces the binocular stereo vision Bold values represent the top performed metric This stereoscopic image quality assessment method effectively extends the previous stereo vision saliency model and then combines the single-channel stereo vision model to simulate the human eye stereo information fusion and processing process. After that, final quality evaluation model is set up. The above method effectively combines the characteristics of the human eye stereo vision with the weight of information, which not only greatly reduces the computational complexity, but also reduces the overall evaluation time.
The results show that the evaluation method can effectively evaluate the quality of the stereo image, and the correlation between the objective evaluation value and the subjective evaluation value is stronger. In the end, the stereoscopic vision mechanism of the human eye is the most important part for the virtual reality. However, this field has just started. Generally speaking, the eye stereoscopic vision information processing and three-dimensional information sensing mechanism are still in development stage. Multi-channel visual characteristics, contrast sensitivity visual characteristics and color visual characteristics, still need further research and analysis, which is significant in this field of research.
